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Abstract

Dealing with uncertainty is one of the major problems
in robotics and one of the main obstacles to populating
the world with robots that do something useful. This
paper offers a new method for modeling uncertainties
that exist in & robotic system, bosed on stochaatic dif-
ferential equations. The benefit of using such a model
is that we axe then able to capture in a analytic math-
emgtical structure three key points underlying robot
motion: I) the ability to properly express uncertainty
within the motion descriptions, 2) the dynamic, chang-
ing nature of the task and its constraints, and 3) the
idea of establishing a success probability or difficulty
index for a taak. This paper is an expansion of these
ideas, describing the models used and some initial ex-
perimental results for two robotic tasks: planning a
velocity profile under force and time constraints, and
a simple peg-in-hole task. With respect to the dy-
nsmic nature of robotic motion tasks, the model of
the environment uncert~dnty that we propose here is
"dynamic" rather than "static~; the amount of knowl-
edge about the environment is Mlowed to change as
the robot moves. These results suggest that compute-
tional models traditionMly found in the ~lower~ levels
in robot systems may have application in the %pper~

planning levels as well.

INTRODUCTION
Dealing with uncertainty is one of the major problems in
robotics and one of the main obstacles to populating the
world with robots that do something usefid. Some well
known motion planning techniques, such as the potential-
field method, assume that a robot’s sen~/ng, control and
knowledge of in environment axe perfect. This aasumption,
albeit never absolutely true, is realistic in non-cluttered en-
vironments when the requited accuracy in the goal is not
critical. The simple -- and usually quite sufficient -- ap-
proach is to slightly "growm the obstacles and "shrink~ the
goal in the configuration space to compensate for all present
uncertainties. Motions pl~nned under these assumptions axe
usually called gross motions.

Nevertheless, the necessity for a more elaborate treatment
of uncertainties exists. Intuitively, by conservatively "grow-
ing" the obstacles we may either run out of free space or
the goal region may disappeax. Thus, we need a planning
methodology capable of coping with inherent uncertainties

in a more elaborate way. More precisely, we need a tool
that Mlows us to suppress the unwanted effects of different
uncertainties -- for example, even if our robot ~slips~ from
the prescribed trajectory, we want to be able to guide it
towaxds the goal anyway. Another problem we find is that
uncerta/nties axe dynamic; they change over time and posi-
tion, and we need a mechanism that is capable of expressing
and remmning about time dependent uncertainty. Planning
in the presence of uncertainties also poses one additional
problem, and that is recognition of the goal. Due to sensing
inaccuracies, the robot may not be able to recognize that
the goal has been attained. The planning system has to
make sure that its termination predicate is %troug~ enough
to prevent getting to the goal without recognizing it.

This paper offers a new method for modeling uncertMn-
ties that enst in x robotic system, based on stochastic dif-
ferential equations. The benefit of using such x model is
that we axe then able to capture in x analytic mathematical
structure three key points underlying robot motion: 1) the
ability to properly express uncertainty within the motion
descriptions, 2) the dynamic, changing nature of the task
and its constraints, and 3) the idea of establishing a success
probability or difficulty index for a task. This paper is an
expansion of these ideas, describing the models used and
some initial experimental results.

We have performed experiments that attempt to quantify
the uncertainty in robotic motion control and show how it
can be used within our model. The statistical justifiability
of the proposed model indicates that it resembles the real
nature of the random phenomena that govern the system
quite well. More importantly, the method we axe about to
present offers a way of estimating the vaxiance of different
types of uncertainties, thus answering questions about both
the qualitative and quutitative nature of uncertainty.

With respect to the dynamic nature of robotic motion
tasks, the model of the environment uncertainty that we
propose here is ~dyDamic~ rather than "static ~. That means
that the amount of knowledge about the environment is al-
lowed to change aa robot moves. If the environment model is
built on-fine using a robot’s sensors, it is natural to mmume
that the knowledge about the nearby, local neighborhood
is more accurate than the knowledge about distant objects.
This kind of behavior can be modeled through stochastic
differential equations. Since the acquisition of environment
models is computationally costly, the increasing variance of
a model’s uncertainty cam be used as a criterion for reexam-
inlng the environment and rebuilding its model. This model
provides great generality in representing environmental un-
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certainties.
With respect to defining a success probability or difficulty

index in task planning, the model offers new insights. The
notion of a success probability offers one strong candidate
for a criterion that a planning algorithm should tend to
optimize. The domain of applicability and limitations of
the ides of a success probability have yet to be investigated,
but we believe they are a fruitful research area. We will
present some simple experiments to support this idea.

Certain problems in motion planning are notoriously com-
plex. For example, it is shown in [2] that planning the
compliant motion in 3-dimeusional configuration space with
the presence of uncertainty is in general nondetermini,tic-
exponential time hard. That mexus that according to the
current thinking it would require doubly-exponential time
to plan such a motion, which is for all bet trivial plans
an inconceivable requirement. Nevertheless, one can hope
that by "smoothing out" the object and the configuration
space, and by applying some wisely chosen analytical tech-
uiques, non-trivial plans can be made before the end of
time. Thus, computational models traditionally found in
the "lower" levels in robot systems may have application in
"upper" planning levels as well. We may ask if it is possible
to use the predictive strength of analytical models instead
of traditional search techniques. Is it possible to exploit the
smooth, differentiable topological structure of configuration
space and populate it with mathematical entities that lead
to plans as solutions of certain differential equations? These
are the questions we want to address in our future work, and
this paper offers some evidence that they may have pomtive
answers.

OVERVIEW OF UNCERTAINTY
MODELS

Significant work in robotic planning in the presence of
uncertainties has been done by Lozano-P~res and col-
leagues [II, 5, 3]. It recognizes three main sources of un-
certainties present in robotic tasks [3]:

¯ sensor uncertainty, caused by imperfection of the sensory
equipment

¯ control uncertainty, caused by an imperfection of the con-
trol system

¯ environment uncertainty, caused by the inaccuracy of the
world description at the system’s disposal

These three types of uncertainties are also recognized by re-
searchers in the area of sensor fumun [9, 14]. Sensor fusion
represents a set of methodologies for information retrieval,
combination, verification and decision-making. An intelli-
gent sensor system should be C~l~ble of autonomously an-
alyzing the situation, estimating the cost of gathering more
information versus the quality of already acquired informa-
tion, and makinu an appropriate decision. Furthermore,
a sensor system has to be able to cope with uncertain-
ties present in raw sensor measurements, as well as with
the ~boles" in its knowledge about the environment. The
sources of errors axe usually categorized into the following
gro.p. (based on [9]):
¯ statistical errors, due to the random noise in the measure-

ment process.

¯ calibration errors, due to the inaccurate values of the sys-
tem’s static parameters.

o model errors, due to the insufficient or inaccurate envi-
ronment models

These sources of errors can be related to the prevlously Listed
uncertainties that planning algorithms have to face. The
source of the control uncertainty is mainly the calibration
inaccuracy. The sensor uncertainty is modeled as a random
process that has a statistical nature.

This brief comparison between the recognized sources of
errors in motion planning and sensor fusion leads to the
conclusion that there are basically three different types of
uncertainties in & robotic system that affect all aspects of a
planning and control process. We will, as it is common in
motion planning literature, call them sensor, control and en-
vironment uncertainties. In the following few paragraphs we
will review some of the the %lassical" uncertainty models.

Sensor Uncertainty
Sensor uncertainty is caused by the imperfection of the sen-
sory system. There is a numerous literature that addresses
this problem. The first question in %ensory integration" is,
according to [9], to identify what is being observed and how
accurate those observations are.

The model of sensor uncertainty, as given in [12], is the
bail S(q~, e¢l~) in the configuration space C, centered in the
actual pca/tion q~ and with the radius eq~. It defines the
set of possible and uniformly distributed measurements of
a robot’s position q~ by its sensors. Mathematically, this
can be expressed as q~ E S(q~,eq~). In the language 
probability theory, q8 is the random variable whose proba-
bility distribution is uniform, centered in q~ and with the
radius eq~ -- that is, q~ ,~//(q°,eq~) where/4 denotes the
uniform distribution. The probability distribution density
function ~q~ of ¢I~ can be expressed as

volurneo; s((:l~,eq~ >’ llq-o~ll _<e~
lbq~(q) = 

Ilq - q~ll > ca.:
In sensor system-oriented robotics literature more elabo-

rate models of sensor uncertainties can be found. The gen-
eralization of the dorementioned model that we will adopt
henceforth will enta41 an arbitrxry probability density func-
tion #q~.

Control Uncertainty
The effects of control uncertainty will be analyzed separately
from the effects of sensor uncertainty. That means that
in this paragraph we will assume that there is no sensor
uncertainty.

The usual model of the control uncertainty is the ~uncer-
tainty cone" [12, 5]. It is assumed that the effective com-
rended velocity vm lies inside the ball with the radius evo
centered in the desired commanded velocity vc. Since the
position q~n in the configuration spare C is given as an in-
tegral of the velocity, q~ = f vmdt, it turns out that the
effective positions conveyed to the robot controller lie inside
the velocity cone, denoted B(q~, ¢, eq~) ( see figure 1). N
t&tion B(q~,vC, eo~) stands for a cone with an apex in q~,
a principal axis in direction vc and a central angle in the
apex of 2 arcsin eq~. The apex of the cone is placed in the
initial potation q~ = q0’~.

The importut underlying assumption in the %elocity
cone~ model is that the probability distribution inside the
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Figure h The uncertainty model based on uniform dis-
tribution
¯ q~,q0 are the nominalpositions in time instuces 0 and t

(under the assumption that there are no uncertainties in
the system)

¯ q~,q~ are the pelitiona that would be retrieved by a sen-
ior triter¯ in time instances 0 sad t under the desired
commanded velocity (i.e. under the assumption that the
only uncertainty present in the system is the sensor un-
certainty)

¯ S(q~,eq~) is the sensor uncertainty sphere

¯ v= is the desired commanded velocity

¯ vm is the e~ective commanded velocity, the velocity ac-
tnally conveyed to the robot controller

¯ qom,q~n are the e]~ectivepositions in time instances 0 sad
t (robot positions as a result of sensor sad control uncer-
tainties combined)

¯ B(q~, v~,eq~) is the velocity cone

¯ q~" is the actual position (the combination of all three
uncertainties)

¯ S(q~n, eq~,) is the environment uncertainty sphere

¯ sensor uncertainty is given by the displacement q0q~

¯ control uncertaintyis given by the displacement

¯ environment uncertainty is given by the displacement
qPqr

cone is uniform, meaning that all directions inside the cone
are equally probable, and that directions outside the cone
are impossible. This is am approx/mation which has its foun-
dations in its simplicity sad efficiency in modeling the un-
certainty.

Environment Uncertainty
Although the assumption that the planner possesses the
complete knowledge about the environment is for all but
the most simple tasks unrealistic, the modeling of uncer-
tainties present in the environment description that is at
the system’¯ disposal has received relatively small atten-
tion. That fact is probably due to the intrinsic difl~cuities
in introducing randomness in geometrical descriptions of the
environment. Although sometimes used, terms "uncertain
geometry" or "probabilistic geometry" are not adequate no-
tation for the set of tools that are needed for these purposes,
mainly because they refer to branches of mathematics that
are inherently ill-defined (cf. Bertrand’s paradoxi). Nev-
ertheless, there have been some attempts to theoretically
address model uncertainties. A noteworthy work is [4].
Here, in attempt was made to introduce an uncertainty of
a geometric object through the distribution function tp(p)
where p is the parameter vector that describes the object’s
features. The hidden trap in this approach -- analogously
to the Bertrand’s paradox -- is that the statistical nature
of the object’s features as random variables depends on the
parameterization p of the object. It has been recognized
in this work that the uniform distribution as a model of
uncertainties has its limitations.

An interesting idea of "many universes" is exploited in the
model uncertainty description presented in [3]. The config-
uration space C is observed as a %lice" (i.e. a subspace) 
a broader generalized configuration space C × Penv where
7>env is, in words from [3], "aa arbitrary index set which
parameterizes the model error". At say given time in¯tsar
the robot is in one of the "slices", although it doesn’t know
in which. The motion acrms "slices" is prohibited, since
that would mesa changing the geometry of the environ-
ment. In figure 1 we have depicted the model error by a
sphere S(q~, eq~,). This means that robot’s real position
q" belongs to that sphere. The generalized configuration
space is a product space of the uncertainty sphere sad the
(original) configuration space: C × S(q~, eq~,). The radius
eql- of the uncertainty sphere depends on q~n sad varies as
the knowledge about the environment varies.

AN UNCERTAINTY MODEL BASED
ON STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL

EQUATIONS
The guiding idea in this work was to find a unifying model
of all three types of uncertainties that is expressive enough
to accommodate for most observed phenomena, yet msa-
agesble so that it can be used as a basis for motion plsa-
uing. We propose a model based on stochastic differential
equations, developed in the remaining part of this section.
This model is a generalization of the "classical" uncertainty

IThe probability that i chord randomly drawn in a cir-
cle is longer thsa circle’s radius depends on the way we
define random drawing. This ambiguity is called Bertrand’s
paradox.
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model (which is based on uniformly distributed random vari-
able,).

In the next few paragraphs, we will adopt the model for
sensor uncertainty, explain the experiment that has been
conducted in order to retrieve the nature of the control an-
certainty, model that uncertainty by a stochastic differen-
tiaJ equation, verify the model and estimate its parame-
ters through a statistical test, and present the environment
model of the same type.

Sensor Uncertainty
For the purposes of this paper, we will assume sensor un-
certainty is modeled by a known distribution function qbq~.
Due to its simplicity, the natural choice for qb is Gaussi~n
distribution:

I ¯ -(q-q°)T ~:-l(q_qO)/~~qT(q) = (2r)-/2(det~.)~/2
where n is the dimensionality of the configuration space (i.e.
the dimensionality of q) and ~ is the covariance matrix.
Characterizing the actual sensor error is a difficult and ira-
portant problem that is the subject of ongoing research (see
[14, 9, 10])

Control Uncertainty
Before we develop the model of the control uncertainty, we
will present an experiment that was used to analyze its n~-
ture. It will turn out that the measured data comply to
the theoretical model in a st&tistical test that we have con-
ducted. That implies that our model accurately describes
the random phenomenon of control uncertainty.

Experimental Analysis of Control Uncertninty
The experimental setup for investigating the nature of the
control uncertainty was as follows. A Sun workstation point-
ing device (’mouse") was placed in the gripper of a PUMA-
560 and positioned directly above the mouse pad. The
dimensions of the mouse pad were approximately 6 by 8
inches. Straight-line motion in the zy plane was commanded
in 16 different directions, with angular differences of lr/8
radians. The length of each motion was approJdmately 5
inches. Figure 2 shows one example run. Black lines repre-
sent actually observed motion of the pointing device, while
gray lines are ideal desired trajectories. Concentric circles
are drawn for reference. The experiment has been conducted
several times in three different pos/tions: close to the inner
boundary of the work space, in the middle of the work space
and close to the outer boundary of the work space. The dis-
placements from the idea] trajectory are registered for each
commanded direction for different trajectory lengths. The
histogram of the displacements in all directions for the 5 inch
trajectory length are given in iigure 3. This figure indicates
that the nature of the random displacements is Gaussian
rather than uniform. Secondly, we have experimentally ob-
served that the variances of the displacements increases with
the trajectory length. This observation, combined with the
s/milar observations for other trajectory lengths, leads us to
make the following two hypotheses:

¯ the control uncerta;nty is modeled by a normal distribu-
tion

¯ the vaxiance of the displacements introduced by the con-
trol uncertainty rises with the trajectory length

Figure 2: Motions in different directions. Black lines
represent observed positions of the pointing device.
Gray lines are desired trajectories. Concentric cir-
cles are drawn with 1 inch increments in radius. The
displacements from the ideal (desired) trajectories are
measured along those circles.

From the modeling perspective, there are several reasons
for these assumptions. Firstly, the Ganssian distribution is
& solution of the linear stochastic differential equation with
constant coel]icients. In that sense, th&t is the simplest
pcse/ble case. Secondly, the changing variance assumption
is, as stated in the introduction, a phenomenon that exists
;, both control ud environment uncertainties. Rephrased,
the two assumptions from above may read aa follows: our
model should be as simple as possible (i.e. linear with con-
stant coefficients) and should model the phenomena we have
observed (i.e. the increasing vaxiance). The next sections
formulate the model and measure how well it agrees with
some robotic motion tasks.

The Model Let the control uncertainty be modeled by
a stochastic differential equation

dq’~ = dqc + ¢’dW" (1)
Let us try to justify this model. We have assumed earlier
that the velocity v" lies inside the sphere centered in vc.

Now we will reformulate that assumption: let vm be a ran-
dom vaxiable obtained by superimposing additional noise on
Vc:

v" = v~ + W (2)
where W is the noise component (a Wiener random process).
Since v" ---- (1" and c =(1~ (dot denotes ti me differenti-
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Figure 3: Histogram of the radial displacements of the
observed points from the ideal points in all 16 direc-
tions, over all experimented runs. The trajectory was
5 inches long. Horizontal axis represents the displace-
ment in inches, and vertical the cumulative number of
points in 0.005 inch wide buckets. The toted number of
points is 240 (15 runs, each contributing 16 points).

ation) after multiplying left and right side of 2 by dr, it
becomes

dqm ffi dqc + ~rmdWm

where W’~ is another Wiener process (appropriately scaled
so that it has correct dimensionality) and ~r~ a constant
matrix that determines the amount of noise in the mapping
from qC into qm. ~rm,s dimension is the square root of the
length. If ~r’~ = 0 that mapping would be completely de-
terrniniRtic. Since we have assumed that q0" -- q~ we would
have that q~ = q~ for any time instant t. However, if
~rm ~ O, the mapping from qC into qm is nondetermini~tic.

In general, ~’~ is not necessarily a constant. We have
assumed that it is, and that is for several reasons. Firstly,
it dmplifies the model and allows for an analytical solution.
The assumption that ~rm is constant is equivalent to having
a constant radii of the uncertainty spheres. Most of all,
we will show shortly that that this assumption models the
measured data accurately enough.

The type of solution of equation 1 we are interested in is
a probability density function @q~, of the random variable
q~. In appendix A we derive formula for @q~, in the scalar
case:

1 - a."+ 3(q~_+~)¢,r(q) = ¯ (3)

Thus, q;" is normally
distributed, q;" ,~ Af (q:, erma(q: - q~)), with expectation
q~ and variance ~,~2(q~ _ q~). This means that as the robot
moves further from the initial point, the uncertainty of its
position increases. With the assumption that er" is dingo-
all, the vector case is easily derived. The example for a 2D
configuration space is given in next section.

The model derived in the previous paragraph was tested
against the experimentally obtained data. We have imsumed
that the discretization error introduces additional Ganssian
noise with vadance ~rc2. Knowing that the summation of
two Ganssian random variables results in another Ganssian

Figure 4: The variances of measured data versus the
least-square fit of the parabola. The horizontal axis
denotes the distance traveled in inches and the vertical
axis is the variance in inches squared.

variable with a variance equal to the sum of the variances
of addends, by combining ~r~2 with the relation 3 we ~bta~n
the theoretical model for the variance ~rt 2 of the meemured
data:

?̄ = ,,’~ +,,"~(q~ - q~) (4)
Figure 4 shows the measured variances (computed by the
formula E(q~"2) - (Eq~)2) versus the least-square fit of the
parabola of the form 4. Figure 5 shows the X2 test of the
hypothesis that the data axe modeled by normal distribu-
tions with zero mean and variance given by 4. The statistics
are significant in two cases (2in and 5in) and insignificant
in all other cases with a confidence level of 0.9. The largest
difference between estimated and measured data is for 3.5
inch trajectory. It is probably caused by spurious data that
was way off the expected position. It may indicate that the
number of points gathered (240) was not large enough. From
this experiment, we can conclude that our model reflects the
apparent control uncertainty of this task.

One last comment on the discretization error induced by a
mouse pad. The size oftbe area that covers 900×1152 grid of
pixels on the screen is about 6 by 8 inches. That means that
the pad’s pixel size is approJdmately 0.007 × 0.007 inches, so
that the average discretization error is about 0.0035 inches.

Environment Uncertainty The environment uncer-
tainty can also be modeled in a similar way to the control
uncertainty, which forms part of our overall unifying uncer-
tainty structure. The major difference between the control
and environment uncertainty is that the environment un-
certainty is a function of the robot’s current position. This
means that the variance of the model uncertainty varies as
the knowledge about the environment varies. This can cause
some problems in solving the equations, but there are theo-
retical methods available to solve for the functional relation
between position and variance. 2

2Tbe difficulty that fact introduces is that adjoined back-
ward Kolmogorov equation cannot be solved in general in
closed form using traditional methods. However, the solu-
tion can be expressed by functional (~Feynman~) integrals,
.Ring Kac’s formula [8].
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Figure 5: The confidence levels for distribution fits for
all observed distances. Horizontal axis is the distance
traveled in inches and the vertical axes is the confidence
level obtained by s X2 test.

The environment uncertainty, in accordance to relation I,
will be modeled by a stochastic differential equation

dq" -- dqm + ~W(qO)dWw (5)

where Ww is a Wiener avroc¢~ and ¢.~(qO) is the function 
the nominal position q~thgt describes the amount of model
"noise" in any given point.

In the experiments we have conducted we have assumed
that the variance u.,(q0) is constant with position, since 
do not have software tools to solve for a non-constant case
yet.

Putting It Together Putting together all three com-
ponents of the uncertalnty model, we obtain the following
stochastic system:

dq~ -- dq~n +.*~(qO)dW’~

dq~ : dq°:v° dt

where v° is the desired velocity. Note that v° -- vc. The
initial conditions are:

q~_q~n .~ .A((qO,~r+,)
w2q~ ~ A/’(q °, ~rq~)

Thus, the overall uncertainty model is defined by three con-
stants (~v’, ~, ~r~) and one function that describes the en-

vironment uncertainty (~’). A point in the configuration
space is thus represented by a rudom vector with Gins-
siam distribution. We have amumed that all directions are
independent and have the same vaxiance. We will call this
model ~the continuous uncertainty model~.

PLANNING OF A VELOCITY
PROFILE UNDER UNCERTAINTY

In this section, we will describe the application of our
method to planning velocity profiles for constrained motion
ami&st obstacles. In particular, this method allows us to
compute a succe~ probability that we can use ms u opti-
mization criteria for pluuing a velocity profile in a duttered
and uncertain environment.

Let us consider a simple task of moving along the pre-
scribed path until colliding with an obstacle, and then ex-
erting a prescribed force on the surface of the obstacle. It
mainly consists of three phases: moving along the path,
colliding, and maintaining the prescribed force. The prob-
lem encountered in practice is a manipulator’s tendency to
bounce from the surface upon initial collision, especially in
the case of a very rigid obstacle. That phenomenon is some-
times referred to as a ~dynamlcal instability ~ and it is shown
that simple spring control cannot successfully cope with that
problem. Essentially, it is caused by the necessity to in-
stantly change the characteristics of motion; in our example
to stop and exert a force. Since the manipulator system is
not capable of stopping instantly after collision due to its in-
ternal delays, it bounces and approaches the obstacle again.
If the spring constant is high enough it will bounce again
and keep doing that forever. That instantaneousness is the
core of the problem: something has to be rapidly changed,
and the system might not be able to perform that.

The system’s knowledge about the environment is based
on models provided by a programmer, and those models axe
obtained by quutitatively describing the positions and di-
mensions, aa well aa other characteristics of objects which
constitute the environment. The more accurate those mod-
els are, the system can -- at least theoretically -- utilize
that knowledge more efficiently in order to attain the goal
of the task more accurately. Let us go back to our force con-
trol example for an illustration. If the knowledge of the en-
vironment is exact, that is, if the position and the elasticity
coefficient of the obstacle are known, the system could move
with the ma~dmum speed to the point of contact, computed
such that it inflicts the elastic deformation of the obstacle
proportional to the required force. On the other extreme, if
the knowledge about the environment is zero, the system has
to slowly wander through the darkness until it encounters
the obstacle, and then to utilize a certain control scheme for
maintaluing a given force, based on force measurements.

The reality is somewhere in between. The knowledge
which is at the system’s disposal may be substantial, yet
not enough to guarantee that the "full knowledge~ strategy
is a reasonable choice. We may assume that it is quite un-
likely that the obstacle is in a certain region, thus allowing
the robot to pass through that region swiftly, while slow-
ing down in the region where the obstacle is expected to be.
That means that parameters we can control (velocity in this
example) depend on the overall uncertainty of the system
and the environment. So, given a velocity, we can compute
the probability that the system will fulfill a task within a
predetermined set of constraints such as maximum time for
the total motion and maximal impact force upon contact.
Our method is to find a velocity at each step of the motion
that maximizes the success probability (defined below) and
link these into a overall velocity profile for the task given
the constraints.

The experiment that we have conducted to demonstrate
the use of a success probability in velocity profile planning
comdsts of moving until reaching an obstacle, and exerting
a given force after the impact. Let us impose two requite-
taunts on our system: the total elapsed time of motion before
the impact should be at most r~,~, and the maximal force
exerted upon contact should not exceed fmu. Those two
requirements are contradictory: while the former requires
the velocity to be high, the latter pushes it bark.

Let us define the following binary events (these will allow
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us to cut this task as a compound binary predicate):

S = success

TT = obstacle reached in time _< ’r,...
F ---- impact force _< f,m..

IM -- impact has occurred

We wi~ define the probability of success, ~{S}, as an
intersection of two events: getting to the goal in time, and
not exceeding the maximal force:

,[,{s} = ,,,t,{~J",-, F}
Applying simple set algebra we have the following relations:

){F} = +{FnlM UFOIM}

( F O I M ) O ( F O TIff) = 

¢1{F n ZM u F n77ff} = +{F n IM} + ¢~{F nY-~)
q,{F 07=~r} = ~{FIT~}~{T~}

Since +{FITM} -- ] (the probability of not exceeding the
force under the assumption that the impact has not occurred
is I - the obstacle is simply not reached yet):

){F n~) = +{7~}
W{F} = ){FOIM} + @{I-M) 

= 9{FIIM}){IM} + I - ){IM}

@{F} = 1 - q~{/M}(1 - @{FIIM})

Thus we have written the success probability @{S} as
a function of three probabilities: ql{TT}, @{IM} and
#{FIIM }. Using the uncertainty model as described in
section 2, one can calculate these probabilities and in each
planning step find the velocity that ma.Tim;,.es the success
probability. Without going into implementation details, we

4OO

0

100 200 300

Figure 6: Modeled trajectoly using the uncertainty
model. Darker areas mean a low probability of suc-
cem, lighter mean a higher probability of success. For
example, low velocities will not allow task completion
in the required elapsed time(_< ~’mex). High velocities
may cause impact greater than fmax.

present the results here. z"
In figure 6 using our model, we have planned a trajec-

tory that has optimized the success probability for the in,- At ................
, , , ,pact task. The darker areas of the figure are areas of low~ -2so -200 -is0 -i00

success probability, and the generated path avoids these at-
eas. Figure 7 is the actual data recorded from a PUMA-560
with wrist sensor that was given a certain motion duration
(_< rm..), and impact force to be minimi..ed (< f.,..), 
the presence of the environment uncertainty. The veloc-
ity profile that maximizes the success probability has the
shape that one would intuitively expect: in the axen where
the obstacle is unlikely to be, the robot starts with a high
negative velocity (negative velocity since the direction of
movement is downward) and then slows down in order to
have a controlled impact force upon the collision. Thus, we
can precompute velocity profiles using our model that are
able to be mapped into actual robot control strategies.

PLANNING A PEG-IN-HOLE TASK
UNDER UNCERTAINTY

In this section we will investigate the applicability of the
uncertainty model derived earlier to a simple peg-in-hole
planning task. The planning problem we consider is the
following (see figure 8). Let C be two-dimensional configu-
ration space that consists of a free space C! and a polygonal
obstacle CB. As we will see, the requirement that the con-
figuration space is two-dimensional is not essential for the
planning algorithm that we will present and stems mainly

Figure 7: The velocity profile planned so that the mo-
tion duration and the impact force are minimized at
the same time. The horizontal axis is the position and
the vertical axis is the velocity. Note that the motion
is "downwards", thus we have negative velocity.

400
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cffq0 = A

Figure 8: The task is to get to the goal region G starting
from q00.

from the ease of visualization. There are two types of mo-
tion allowed: "free-flying" motion through the interior of
C! and the compliant motion along the obstacle’s bound-
ary 0CB. The usual way to model the compliant motion
is to assume that robot’s controller behaves as a general.
ized damper [15, 13]. The generalized damper guarantees
that upon contact the motion resumes in directions orthog-
onal to the direction of a reactive force. The friction force
is modeled by a ~Txiction cone" [12, 5] and there are two
possible outcomes upon the impact with an obstacle: the
robot either asticim" and stops (if the velocity points inxide
the velocity cone) or slides along the obstacle. The task is
aa follows: starting from the initial configuration qg 6 C!,
plan the trajectory so that it ands by sticking on a given
edge (goal edge, denoted G) from the obstacle’s boundary
0CB (see figure 8). The known parameters that model the
environment are: the friction coefficient p, the semmr uncer-
tainty cr~ and the control uncertainty urn. For now, we will
assume that the environment uncertainty does not exist(we
hope to addre~ this issue in future research).

The robot’s position at time instant t is modeled by a
random variable q~n that has a Gaussian distribution with
the mean q0 and the variance er,a:

q~n ~ At(q0, ap)

Thus, the distribution density function ¢,qp (q) is given 

1

2wt

~q~ (q) = 2--~,2 (6)

Let the commanded velocity at time instant t be v~. Due
to the control uncertainty, the robot’s position after some
short period of time At will be a random variable q~+z~,
whose distribution is:

q~+~, ~ ~.(qO + v;~t, .,~ + ~rnllv;ll~O

The related density is

_ sq~+v[A’-ql2
1 a(,,a+lv~lA,)

¢q~+A, (q) = 2~r(~ Il vfllZX0 ¯ (7)

Let us examine the possible interrelations between q~n
and q~+zxt. At time instant t the robot is still in the free
space CI, i.e. the contact with an obstacle hasn’t occurred
yet.We want to choose vf such that the position at time
instant t+At, has certain desirable properties. The criterion
we propose here for the choice of vf is following:

Choose v~ so that if the impact with an obstacle
occurs during the move from q~n to q~+A, the proba-
bility that the resulting compliant motion will be either
sticking in the goal or sliding towards the goal will be
maximal.

If the probability that the "good" compliant motion will
occur in the case of impact is considered aa a probability
that a plan for a given task succeeds, than the requirement
above is simply asking for the maximization of the success
probability. If we assume that vf has constant intensity
v we may express it in the form v~ ---- [vcos¢ vainly.
The angle ¢ defines the direction of motion. The optimal
direction of motion is the one that ma.rimizes the probability
of the success.

Having chosen the criterion we want to optimize, we need
to express it mathematically. The probability of a success,
ql{succeu}, can be expressed aa a probability that the ini-
tial point q~n is in free space C/ and the end point q~+At
is inside the part of the obstacle CBs(q’~) that results in
sliding motion towards the goal. The obstacle CB can be
divided into two subsets

CB ffi CBs(q?) t.J CB~(q~)

The set CBs(q) is the set of configurations q’ E CN such that
if the motion starts in q and it is aimed towards q~, the
compliant motion after collision (which is inevitable since
the path qq0 intersects the obstacle boundary ~CB) results
in either sticking in the goal or sliding towards the goal (S in
the subscript of CNs stands for %uccess"). Analogously, the
set CBF(q) is the set of configuratious q~ CBsuch that, on
the path from q towards q~, the resulting compliant motion
results either in sticking outside the goal or sliding away
from it (the subscript F in CBF stands for Kfailure").

Now the success probability qs{success} can be written
as

t{success} = *{q~ E C! ^ q~+zxt E CBs(q~)} (8)

Note that the set CBs(q~n) of "good" end points q~+~xt de-
pends on the point q~.

We already have distribution density functions of q~" and
q~+~x, (relations 6 and 7). If we substitute them in relation 
we get

~,{succe.) =

fp,.c, *q~" (p’)*q~+"’ (p~)dp’dp~

This integral is difficult to compute exactly. The method we
hay# used is Monte-Carlo integration that drastically simpli-
ties the complexity of calculating multidimensional integrals
(see Appendix for a discussion of the exact method used).

Now we will comment on some benefits that this kind
of set representation may have. Relations between obst~
cles and a robot in the configuration space are usually given
algebraically as a set of constraints. However, the alterna-
tive method of representing objects in the world coordinates
(and thus in the configuration space) is gaining more pop-
ularity. That is so-called bitmap representation where an
object is represented as a set of %olored~ pixels rather then
a set of algebraic constraints, exemplified by a successful
implementation of a path planning for many degrees of free-
dom in [1] and related work [6, 7]. The attractiveness of
bitmap descriptions is twofold: firstly, raw sensor data tend
to support bitmap representations more naturally and sec-
ondiy, this approach encourages the applications of parallel
computations.

The relation of analytical vs. Monte-Carlo integration
techniques is more or less equivalent to the distinction be-
tween algebraic constraint and bitmap representations. The
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simplicity in finding the success probability based on Monte-
Carlo integration (and, implicitly, a bitmap representation)
may be one of its advantages.

Figure 8 shows the results of a simulated peg-in-hole task
planning proce~ computed by this method. In this example,
the velocity and duration of each move is constant; we need
to choose the optimal direction that a move of such duration
and velocity will take for the task to succeed. The start
position is point A, and B, C, and D are the intermediate
positions found by optimiT.ing the direction at each step of
the path generation. The three segments (AB, BC, CD)
axe generated in three consecutive optirai~.ations at points
A -- qoo, B and C. The number of points used in the Monte-
Carlo integration was 200. The other parameters had values
¯ -- 0.I, on. -- 0.03, v -- I, At ----- I. This example shows that
the continuous uncertainty models we have developed are
capable of solving typical robot motion problems that have
been traditionally solved using discrete techniques.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we have developed a new method for model-
ing uncertainties in robotic systems and demonstrated its
applications in two cases. Our uncertainty model is based
on stochastic differential equations and continuous probabil-
ity distributions. All three types of uncertainties present in
a robotic system -- sensor, control and environment -- can
be modeled using the same principle, thus allowing the uni-
fled approach to planning of robot motions. We have imple-
mented and experimented with two dmple tasks that involve
uncertainty: peg-in-hole insertion with a constant velocity
in the presence of control uncertainty and planning of veloc-
ity profiles under time and force constraints in the presence
of environment uncertainty. In both cases the criterion we
optimized was the probability that the task will succeed in
a sense that we have defined, and that seems intuitively
reasonable. The method we have used for optimi-.ation of
the success probability was analytical, demonstrating the
applicability of these types of methods to problems where
discrete search techniques have been utilized. Nevertheless,
the quest for global extremum of an analytical function is
genuinely a search process. It seems that the very nature
of the planning problem requires a certain type of search
procedure to take place, since in this case we have replaced
search in a discrete space with search int he space of con-
tinuons analytic functions. However, there are indications
that that replacement may" lead to more efficient algorithmn,
specially in multidimenmonal or cluttered environments.

The general environment model is another topic that we
consider as a contribution of this paper. Since all three
types of uncertainties are encompassed in one unifying sys-
tern of stochastic equations, the treatment of environment
uncertainty is not any different than the treatment of other
two types of uncertainty. Besides that, the recognition of
the need for varying amounts of environment uncertainty
allows for modeling the environments where the amount of
knowledge changes as a function of a current position. We
have demonstrated that the method of optimizing the suc-
cees probability results in plans that are intuitively correct.

We hope that this research effort win result in an compre-
hemdve system for planning tunable parameters of robotic
tasks in the presence of uncertainty. There are how-
ever many issues that need to be addressed in the future
work. The theoretical model developed in this paper shows
promises that it can be used as & beds for the future system.
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Derivation of the probability density ~q~,
The probability density function ~q~, of the random vari-
able q~ is given by a convolution-type integral

(q) ffi/~ Cq~ (q’)I’q~, (q’, q~, e (9)¢q~
J-~
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In the above relation @%-(q) is the initial density at t = 
in our case 6(q’~ - q¢) since we have assumed that at t = 
qm ud qC coincide, rq? is the transition density which
defines how @n- is being chuged as q~ chuges. The form
of the integral-~ 9 resembles the form of a convolution inte-
gral that defines density of a sum of two random variables.
This resemblance cu be understood as a combination of
two uncertainties: initial (which is, in this case, 0) and the
one acquired over time and represented by rq.-.

Equation I is essentially n-dimensional system where n is
the dimensionallty of the configuration space C. However,
if we make the further assumption that ~rm is a diagonal
matrix, different components of q~’ become uncorrelated
thus allowing us to consider 1 as a scalar equation. We
will proceed by adopting this aJsumption and, accordingly,
dropping boldface notation for f’s.

It can be shown that the transition density rq~, (q’, q~, q)
satisfies the backward Kolmogorov equation

with an initial condition

lira = 6(q - q’) (11)
-4 rCr"

The limit in the initial condition can be substituted with
more frequently used lira,_0 (since when t --* 0 we have

The solution of equation 10 with initial condition 11 is
given by

1 (’-¥-(q~-’D)2
’ ~ =’’~(’:-’;) (12)

Now by substituting rq~, and @q~, into the relation 9 we
obtain the expression 3 for ~¢~,.

Monte-Carlo Integration of the Success
Probability

Let P = {p;li = 1 ..... N} be the set of random points
uniformly distributed in the configuration space C. Further-
more, let P! ---- PNC! and Ps(p) 7~NCBs(p). Using th e
formula for the Monte-Carlo integration, the success prob-
ability integral can be rewritten as

¯ {$uccm} =

(13)

@q? (P’)@q~+A, (PJ)
P~ePs(PO

where IlCsll and IlCSs(p,)ll are surfac~ and IIr, II and
HPs(pOH are cardinalities of appropriate sets.

Under the mmumption that the points in ~ axe uniformly
distributed over C we approximately have IlCsll/llPIII =
IlCSs(p,)ll/ll~’s(p,)ll ffi IIClI/IIPII. Thus, the exprmon 13
reduces to

¯{succm} =

Now we need to find ¢ that maximizes ~. Since ~ is dif-
ferentiable in ~b we may look for the zero of the equ&tion
0~/~ = 0. This equation can be solved by Newton’s
method using the iteration

~(~+~) = ¢,(~) a~/a,~

The complexity of the algorithm for computing 9 is
O(N~) where N is total number of points in Monte-Carlo
integration.
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